Press Release

Nexans technical conference opens up options for data centre efficiency
Increasing rate of data has created challenge for data centre managers
to increase efficiency and reduce carbon footprint
Paris, December 9, 2014 – Data centres make up 3% of the world’s total energy consumption

but designers can significantly reduce the carbon footprint, according the Nexans technical
conference this week. With Internet-connected people and -devices expected to grow
significantly over the next few decades, data centre designers need to act now to make sure
they improve energy efficiency and effectiveness in data centres while maximising uptime. Key
stakeholders including data centre designers, academics and independent data centre
consultants attended the one day event.
The conference looked at the growing need for data centres in the future. Bernard Lecanu,
representing the European Code of Conduct working group, talked about the European
programme for energy efficiency in data centres which helps data centre managers share best
practices. Dr. Alan Flatman, Principal Consultant in cabling and network technologies,
summarized the key trends in data centre architecture and technology. He highlighted the
exponential growth in data volume. Nexans experts explained best practices in designing
structured data cabling to accommodate these high bandwidth needs while enabling the lowest
possible energy consumption.
Professor Ian Bitterlin of Leeds University explained clearly the dilemma of exponential data
growth and the increasing demand for power. Nexans’ technical experts gave attendees an
overview of power cabling and busbar options for improving efficiency in existing data centres.
Nexans innovative solutions such as Ecocalculator and Superconducting Fault Current Limiter
were introduced and debated. Finally, two consultants shared case studies of designing data
networks (Jacques Bourgeois, Consultant at CNS Communications), and building design and
use of sustainable energy (Wim Boone, Business Development Manager at Ingenium).
Mark Rogers, Managing Director at Nexans Cabling Solutions, said, “The growing rate of data
has led to a huge increase in the demand for data centres. IT managers are under pressure to
meet this demand. At the same time data centre managers are under pressure to be energy
efficient. The conference offered them and other key stakeholders the opportunity to learn more
about how they can meet these challenges.”
Jean-Maxime Saugrain, Group Vice President Technical at Nexans added, “We are pleased to
be able to create this opportunity for those involved in the data centre industry to come together
and discuss the issues they are facing and make the link to both data cabling and power
cabling. Through this event, Nexans is able to contribute to the significant challenge of coping
with data growth while keeping energy consumption as effective as possible.”
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